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NIKOLAUS WACHSMANN, Hitler’s Prisons: Legal Terror in Nazi Ger-
many (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004), xvii + 538 pp. ISBN
0 300 10250 X. £30.00

Much has been written about the Nazi concentration camps and the
role of the law courts in the Third Reich. Interestingly, the link
between these two elements of repression, namely, the Nazi prison
system, has not received as much attention in historical research. This
does not reflect the importance of the subject. For instance, Klaus
Drobisch, one of the few historians who has dealt with it, points out
that in the pre-war years there were more prisoners in the tradition-
al prison system than in concentration camps.1 Nikolaus Wachsmann
is therefore right in stating that ‘Hitler’s prisons played an important
role in Nazi terror—but we know very little about them’ (p. 5).
Wachsmann’s substantial volume goes a long way towards changing
this state of affairs. Hitler’s Prisons fills a gap in our knowledge of Nazi
policies of repression and is undoubtedly fundamental to any under-
standing of them.

The book is divided into four chronologically ordered parts. Part
I, ‘Setting the Scene’, deals with prisons in the Weimar Republic; Part
II, ‘Enforcing Legal Terror, 1933–1939’, looks at the pre-war period;
Part III, ‘Escalating Legal Terror, 1939–1945’, is devoted to the war
years; and Part IV, ‘Aftermath’, traces the fate of justice officials and
prison warders after 1945 and puts the topic of the whole book into a
comparative perspective. One of the greatest strengths of the volume
is that it does not isolate the subject, and never loses sight of the
broader political context. 

The Weimar Republic, as Wachsmann points out, ‘was obsessed
with crime’ (p. 18), largely because of the crime wave that swept
Germany after the First World War. This did not create good condi-
tions for prison reformers trying to break with the authoritarian
Wilhelminian-style prison. Untermaßfeld in Thuringia became a
model penitentiary, where the Study Group for Prison Reform under
the auspices of criminal law professors Moritz Liepmann and Lothar
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Frede instituted a system of rewarding prisoners for good behaviour
on a scale of increasing liberties. Characteristically, the prison chap-
lain was replaced by three social workers. On the whole, however,
the reformers had very limited influence. Among the reasons for this
was the reluctance of prison officials, from directors to warders, to
embark on the path of reform. (As Wachsmann shows in the follow-
ing chapters, there was much less reluctance when it came to enforc-
ing racial policy under the Nazi regime.) Of course, the reformers
were also attacked by right-wingers who spread allegations about
the ‘leniency’ of the Weimar prison and condemned ‘sentimental
humanitarianism’. In addition, rising crime rates and, even more sig-
nificantly, more severe sentences during the economic crisis of the
early 1930s, which went along with falling state budgets, left little or
no scope for reforming the prisons. 

Fundamental changes in quite a different sense were made after
the National Socialists came to power. Prison regulations became
harsher and prison camps were established, first the infamous
Emsland camps. Initially, these were concentration camps where SA
and SS men guarded the ‘peat-bog soldiers’ (Moorsoldaten), and they
were to revert to this role later. Beginning in 1934, however, the ordi-
nary judicial authorities took over the camps, although many of the
guards remained in their jobs. Werner Schäfer, an SA-Standarten-
führer and senior judicial official who, immediately after 1933, had
run Oranienburg concentration camp as Commandant became Com-
mander of the Emsland camps. As a result, apart from the adminis-
trative affiliation of the Emsland camps, under Schäfer’s rule there
was not much difference between them and concentration camps. 

Underlying the changes in the prison regime was, of course, an
ideological shift. The Nazis divided the members of society into
‘national comrades’ and ‘community aliens’. The latter, in their view,
had to be isolated or even annihilated. The concept of community
alien was very broad, including political opponents of Nazi rule,
Jews, homosexuals, ‘asocials’, ‘dangerous habitual criminals’, and
others. These groups had little to do with each other; one of the
places where they met was the Nazi prison. Wachsmann outlines the
strategies of repression employed against them. These included
establishing new courts such as the Sondergerichte (special courts) and
the Volksgerichtshof (People’s Court) to deal with political crimes, and
introducing sterilization and castration in the case of sexual misbe-
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haviour. Wachsmann’s multifaceted narrative combines an analysis
of Nazi laws and regulations with statistical interpretations and the
presentation of testimonies of prison inmates. The basic trend he
describes is towards almost total control of the delinquents. This
could affect the physical integrity of prisoners: by 1939, 2,079 forcible
castrations and 5,397 sterilizations had been carried out. Most of the
victims of forcible castration were sex offenders; sterilization was
often inflicted on homosexuals who could also ‘voluntarily choose’
sterilization in order to avoid transfer to a concentration camp after
completing a prison sentence, a fate awaiting about 40 per cent of
sentenced homosexuals. The second feature of the basic trend
towards total control was the prolonging of sentences with or with-
out indictment. In November 1933 the Habitual Criminals Law was
passed. This provided a legal justification for the new measures of
forcible castration and security confinement that allowed ‘incorrigi-
ble habitual criminals’ to be imprisoned without limitation. Judges
were seemingly enthusiastic about the new possibilities. Between
1934 and 1939 they handed down almost 10,000 sentences of security
confinement.2 The prolongation of most of the sentences, however,
occurred under the auspices of the Gestapo. The secret police were
often waiting at the gates of the penitentiaries for political prisoners
and other community aliens who had just completed their sentences
to take them into ‘protective custody’ and deliver them to concentra-
tion camps. 

It is impossible, therefore, to understand Nazi repressive policies
by looking only at one administrative branch of the regime. Wachs-
mann devotes a whole chapter to the ‘Nazi Web of Terror’, in which
he analyses the conflicts and compromises between the police and SS
apparatus (including the concentration camps), which was steadily
gaining in power on the one hand, and the justice system, including
the prisons, on the other. The Ministry of Justice was clearly in the
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2 The instrument of security confinement survived 1945, but it has been
applied more reluctantly and has twice been reformed to make it more liber-
al, in 1970 and 1975 respectively. See Christian Müller, Das Gewohnheitsver-
brechergesetz vom 24. November 1933: Kriminalpolitik als Rassenpolitik (Baden-
Baden, 1997). Between 1980 and 2001, the number of people in security con-
finement was steady at about 1,000. It did not even change after German
reunification. Statistisches Jahrbuch 2003 für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland
(Wiesbaden, 2003), p. 368.



weaker position in this power struggle, and, step by step, made con-
cessions, collaborating more and more willingly. In the second half of
the 1930s, the above-mentioned practice of prolonging sentences via
‘protective custody’ increasingly became a matter of collaboration
between both agencies. The Ministry of Justice ordered prison ad-
ministrations and the judiciary to inform the police about the release
dates of a growing number of groups of prisoners.

With the beginning of the Second World War, the radicalization of
the Nazi regime made a quantum leap and the legal system came
under still greater pressure. Wachsmann outlines this development
in the following chapter, adroitly linking analyses of general pre-war
and wartime developments. New judicial norms provided for an
even more severe judiciary than during the first half of Hitler’s rule.
In 1942 the dictator made several decisions of crucial significance for
the legal system. On 26 April, in the last session of the Nazi Reichs-
tag, he reprimanded the courts for their ‘leniency’ and declared that
he would ‘relieve of their office judges who are obviously failing to
recognise the requirements of the day’ (p. 214 ), thereby breaking
with the principle of an independent judiciary which he had solemn-
ly guaranteed to the representatives of the German Judges in 1933.
Important changes took place in the Ministry of Justice. After the
death of Hitler’s first Minister of Justice, Franz Gürtner, his deputy,
Franz Schlegelberger, stayed in charge for more than eighteen
months. In August 1942 he was sent into retirement. Otto-Georg
Thierack, President of the People’s Court became Minister of Justice
with Curt Rothenberger as his State Secretary, and Roland Freisler
became President of the People’s Court. ‘The Nazi leadership regard-
ed Thierack as the right man to bring the judiciary further into line
with its genocidal thinking’ (p. 216), writes Wachsmann, and, indeed,
Thierack did his very best not to disappoint his superiors. Just one
month after his appointment, on 18 September, he concluded an
agreement with Himmler effecting the transfer of certain groups of
prisoners marked as ‘asocials’ to the concentration camps for ‘anni-
hilation through labour’. 

Between 1939 and 1945 prison conditions generally went ‘from
bad to worse’ (p. 227), as Wachsmann puts it. Hunger, illness, and
overcrowding were common in penitentiaries throughout the Reich,
but with the Thierack–Himmler accord matters changed fundamen-
tally. The legal system now took an active part in the wilful killing of
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prisoners who had not been condemned to death by a court. Groups
targeted were all prisoners of Jewish origin, Sinti and Roma,
Russians, Ukrainians, Poles serving sentences of more than three
years, and individuals sentenced to security confinement. Prisoners
had clearly become an international group in the war years. While
members of the above-mentioned groups were automatically trans-
ferred to the jurisdiction of the police, the Ministry of Justice was to
decide on each individual case where Germans or Czechs were sen-
tenced to more than eight years’ imprisonment. This practice pre-
sumably stemmed from a proposal by Joseph Goebbels, with whom
Thierack had talked four days before concluding the agreement with
Himmler. (Wachsmann mentions these talks but does not specify
their content.3) Hitler approved of these measures. He himself had
previously pushed in this direction, arguing that it was incompre-
hensible that ‘asocials’ should be spared, while the best of the nation
gave their lives on the Eastern Front. He and his supporters feared
the prospect that inferior elements could prevail in German society.
The logic of the racial society demanded the killing of these people. 

As far as I am aware, Wachsmann’s is the first in-depth study of
the Thierack–Himmler accord, which is of great importance in at
least two respects. It affected about 24,000 individuals and it marks
the point at which the legal system of the Third Reich switched from
tacit collaboration to active participation in the extra-judicial perse-
cution and killing of prisoners. The Ministry of Justice itself stopped
acknowledging the validity of the sentences handed down by the
judiciary. Of special significance in this respect was the ‘individual
transfer’ of German and Czech prisoners because each case had to be
examined. For this purpose a new secret section was organized with-
in the Ministry. It was headed by Karl Engert, who had long worked
as Thierack’s deputy while the latter was President of the People’s
Court. Engert, a fanatical follower of Hitler from the early 1920s and
one of the People’s Court’s most redoubtable judges, now had the
opportunity to hand down the most severe verdicts without any legal
framework. From November 1942, officials of Engert’s commission
travelled to penal institutions all over Germany to find out which of
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3 Cf. Elke Fröhlich (ed.), Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels, pt. 2: Diktate
1941–1945; vol. 5: Juli–September 1942, ed. Angela Stüber (Munich, 1995), pp.
504 f. 



the prisoners with lengthy sentences were to be earmarked as ‘aso-
cial’. The largest group consisted of perpetrators of violent crimes.
About one third of the examined prisoners had been sentenced for
high treason, that is, political resistance to the regime. Most were
Communists or Social Democrats. The examinations, whose outcome
could mean life or death for the individual prisoner, lasted no longer
than thirty minutes. Wachsmann shows that, more often than not,
prison officials supported the policy of ‘annihilation through labour’.
By tracing the fates of transferred prisoners in the concentration
camps, Wachsmann demonstrates that this was not an empty phrase.
To quote just one example: ‘At the end of 1942, the monthly mortali-
ty rate among the security-confined prisoners in Mauthausen was 35
per cent, far exceeding the death rate of all other inmate groups
except Jews. By comparison, the mortality rate of other “deviant”
Mauthausen inmates, classified as “professional criminals” and as
“asocials”, was 1 per cent or less per month’ (p. 298).

Once the practice of condemning prisoners to death by a simple
administrative procedure had been established, there was no reason
why prison inmates with sentences of less than eight years should
not be included. In late 1942–3 the Ministry of Justice had already
ordered prison governors to report such ‘asocials’, often petty crimi-
nals with repeated convictions. Governors again took an active part
in the selection of prisoners in this category. Several thousand pris-
oners were assigned to penitentiaries where working conditions
were especially dangerous or exhausting. Mentally ill and physically
frail or disabled prisoners were also often exposed to unbearable con-
ditions, which caused many deaths. On top of that prison inmates fell
victim to the last wave of murders that accompanied the collapse of
the Nazi regime. Wachsmann describes the terrible evacuations of
penitentiaries in the Eastern territories of the Reich and the outright
killing of prisoners, as in Sonnenburg, 100 kilometres east of Berlin,
where in January 1945 more than 800 prisoners were shot by a com-
mando of police and SS officials. This was the largest single massacre
in this context but certainly not the only one. 

Wachsmann’s concluding chapters are as persuasive as the rest of
his book. Especially convincing is his use of the analytical framework
of Ernst Fraenkel’s ground-breaking study, The Dual State (1948).
Wachsmann’s account of what happened to German prisons after
Hitler’s defeat, and the comparisons he draws with punishment and
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prison in the Soviet Union and the West are well-balanced and
thoughtful, although by their nature they can only be short sketches.
Wachsmann once again confirms the deplorable fact that only a small
number of Nazi jurists had to answer for their share in the perversion
of law. The most decisive attempt to come to terms with the judicial
crimes of the Third Reich was the trial of leading jurists under
American auspices in Nuremberg in 1947. Karl Engert, responsible
for so many deaths, was among the defendants, but he attended only
two days of the trial. Because of his supposedly poor health the pros-
ecution against him was dropped. He died early in 1952. And he was
not the only Nazi jurist by far who—literally—got away with mur-
der, since the Western German judiciary did not follow the example
of Nuremberg. As the author stresses, this was a far cry from the car-
icatures of the corrupt ‘victors’ justice’ that German critics of the
post-war years used to draw. A higher percentage of prison officials
faced legal prosecution, but most of them were soon called back to
work. By contrast, many of the prisoners so brutally persecuted in the
Third Reich never received any compensation, in either of the two
parts of Germany. 

Wachsmann’s highly readable book is a profound study not only
of Hitler’s prisons but also of his policy in respect of ‘community
aliens’. It sheds new light on the role of the Third Reich’s legal sys-
tem in the context of the ‘social hygiene’ policy, which all too often
was a synonym for mass murder. In the era of Thierack and Engert,
the justice apparatus did not shrink from active participation in
crimes against humanity. Wachsmann’s findings should be made
accessible to a broader audience in Germany. It is to be hoped that a
German edition of his book will be published soon. 
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